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(1) The Authority, as sole voting shareholder of BCFS, is to

oversee the strategic direction of BCFS in support of the public
interest, including the public's interest in safe, reliable and affordable
coastal ferry services in British Columbia.
(2) BCFS must provide to the Authority information reasonably
required by the Authority in carrying out its oversight role under
subsection (1).
(3) The directors of the Authority must make public an annual report,
published with the annual report required under section 18 (4), that
describes findings made and actions taken, if any, during the year in
carrying out its oversight role under subsection (1).

Section 38 Role of commissioner
(1) Without limiting any other power of the commissioner under this
Act, the commissioner must, after considering public feedback
obtained under this Act, regulate each ferry operator in relation to the
core ferry services that are to be provided by that ferry operator and
the tariffs, including, without limitation, reservation fees, that may be
charged for those core ferry services, and must undertake that
regulation in the public interest and in accordance with the following
principles:
(a) the primary role of the commissioner is to balance, in
the manner the commissioner considers appropriate,
(i) the interests of ferry users,
(ii) the interests of taxpayers, and
(iii) the financial sustainability of ferry operators;
(a.1) ferry operators are to be encouraged to meet
provincial greenhouse gas emission targets in their
operations and when developing capital plans;
(b) and (c) [Repealed 2019-9-5.]

(d) ferry operators are to be encouraged to be innovative
and to minimize expenses without adversely affecting their
safe compliance with core ferry services.
(e) and (f) [Repealed 2012-28-2.]
(2) For the purposes of subsection (1), the commissioner is to do the
following in relation to each ferry operator:
(a) review the quarterly reports and annual reports of the
ferry operator provided under sections 65 and 66
respectively to determine whether
(i) the ferry operator is providing the core ferry
services, and
(ii) the weighted average of the tariffs charged in
relation to the core ferry services applicable to each
route group serviced by the ferry operator is within
the price cap established for that route group;
(b) monitor the ferry operator's provision to the public of
the information that is to be provided under this Act in
relation to the operations and performance of the ferry
operator;
(c) establish, in accordance with section 40, in advance of
each performance term under the Coastal Ferry Services
Contract, other than the first performance term, the price
cap that is to apply to each route group to which the
contract applies;
(d) review and consider applications by the ferry operator
for extraordinary price cap increases in accordance with
section 42;
(e) review and consider applications by the ferry operator
for reductions of service in accordance with section 43;
(f) review and consider applications by the ferry operator
for route discontinuance in accordance with section 44.
(g) [Repealed 2012-28-2.]
(3) The commissioner must not regulate ferry operators in relation to
ancillary services.
(4) Despite subsection (1), the commissioner may remove a
designated ferry route from regulation under this Act if the

commissioner considers that sufficient competition is present on that
designated ferry route so that regulation is no longer necessary.
(5) Without limiting any other power of the commissioner under this
section, the commissioner may order a ferry operator to
(a) prepare a plan to indicate how the ferry operator
proposes to achieve an outcome, proposed by the ferry
operator or the commissioner, that is consistent with the
objectives of this Act or the applicable Coastal Ferry
Services Contract,
(b) review any of the ferry operator's policies that the
commissioner considers may not be in the interests of ferry
users and taxpayers and do one or both of the following:
(i) explain the rationale for that policy;
(ii) indicate how that policy could be amended to
better balance the interests of ferry users, taxpayers
and the ferry operator, and
(c) undertake public consultation in relation to any services
the ferry operator is providing or intends to provide or that
the commissioner considers appropriate for the ferry
operator to provide.
(6) If the commissioner makes an order under subsection (5) (a) or
(b), the ferry operator must prepare the required plan, rationale or
proposed amendment and have it approved by the commissioner.

Section 40 Establishment of price caps for subsequent performance terms
(1) For the purposes of section 38 (2) (c), each ferry operator must,
at least 18 months before the beginning of a performance term for
which a price cap is to be set, provide to the commissioner, the
Authority and the Minister of Transportation and Infrastructure
information, satisfactory to the commissioner, respecting the
following in relation to each designated ferry route that is included
within a route group for which a price cap is to be set:

(a) the core ferry services that the ferry operator has
provided, and reasonably expects to provide, in the current
performance term;
(b) the tariffs for core ferry services, including, without
limitation, reservation fees, that the ferry operator has
charged, and reasonably expects to charge, in the current
performance term;
(c) the service fees that have been paid, and that the ferry
operator reasonably expects will be paid, by the
government in the current performance term;
(d) the revenues from all sources that the ferry operator
has earned, and reasonably expects to earn, in the current
performance term;
(e) the following expenses that the ferry operator has
incurred, and that the ferry operator reasonably expects will
be incurred, in the current performance term:
(i) the operating expenses, including amortization of
capital costs, that the ferry operator has reasonably
allocated to the designated ferry route;
(ii) the portion of the ferry operator's administrative
expenses that the ferry operator has reasonably
allocated to the designated ferry route;
(iii) the portion of the expenses applicable to the
terminals serving the applicable designated ferry
route that the ferry operator has reasonably allocated
to the designated ferry route,
and the methodology by which those amounts have been
allocated among its routes;
(f) [Repealed 2019-9-6.]
(g) any other records considered by the ferry operator to be
relevant to the setting of the price cap.
(1.1) Each ferry operator must provide to the commissioner, with the
information submitted under subsection (1),

(a) a plan as to how the ferry operator intends to provide
services more efficiently in the upcoming performance term,
and
(b) the most recent capital plan prepared under section
64.1.
(1.2) Promptly after receiving the information referred to in
subsections (1) and (1.1), the commissioner must, subject to
subsection (1.3), publish that material on the commissioner's website.
(1.3) The commissioner need not, under subsection (1.2), publish
information that, under section 17 or 21 of the Freedom of Information
and Protection of Privacy Act, the commissioner may or must refuse to
disclose in response to a request made under that Act.
(2) The commissioner must, at least 12 months before the beginning
of a performance term for which a price cap is to be set,
(a) review the information and plans provided to the
commissioner under this section,
(a.1) make public a request for public comment in relation
to the following:
(i) the reports maintained under section 68 (3);
(ii) the information and plans provided to the
commissioner under this section;
(iii) any other information on the commissioner's
website that relates to the commissioner's powers
and duties under this section,
and review the comments received in response;
(b) make the determinations referred to in section 41 (3),
(c) prepare a report that describes the findings of the
review under paragraph (a) of this subsection and the
determinations made under paragraph (b), and indicate in
that report the commissioner's preliminary decision about
what the price cap for each route group will be for the next
performance term,
(d) issue the report referred to in paragraph (c) to the ferry
operator and the government, and

(e) publish the report referred to in paragraph (c) in a
manner that the commissioner is satisfied will bring it to the
attention of the public.
(3) At least 9 months before the beginning of the performance term
for which the price cap is to be set, a ferry operator referred to in
subsection (1) must submit to the commissioner the most current
version of the Coastal Ferry Services Contract that is to apply in
respect of that upcoming performance term to indicate the changes, if
any, to be made to
(a) the core ferry services, and
(b) the service fees to be provided to the ferry operator by
the government.
(4) After receiving the Coastal Ferry Services Contract referred to in
subsection (3), and at least 6 months before the beginning of the
performance term for which the price cap is to be set, the
commissioner must
(a) reconsider the preliminary decision included in the
report referred to in subsection (2) (c) in the light of
(i) the Coastal Ferry Services Contract,
(ii) any additional information received by the
commissioner from the ferry operator or from the
government, and
(iii) any public comment received on the report, and
(b) issue the commissioner's final decision on the
application to the ferry operator and the government.

Section 41 Principles applicable to price cap review
(1) [Repealed 2012-28-4.]
(2) In setting a price cap applicable to a route group, the
commissioner must be guided by the following principles:
(a) the price cap must allow for a return sufficient to enable
the ferry operator to recover

(i) the portion of operating expenses, including all
financing charges, that can reasonably be applied to
the route group,
(ii) the portion of administrative expenses that can
reasonably be applied to the route group, and
(iii) the reasonable capital costs that are to be
(A) incurred in relation to the route group, and
(B) amortized in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles on a straight
line basis;
(b) the price cap, when combined with all other price caps
applicable to all route groups serviced by the ferry operator,
must allow for a return sufficient to enable the ferry
operator to
(i) meet its debt obligations, and
(ii) maintain access to borrowing rates that, in the
opinion of the commissioner, are reasonable in all of
the circumstances;
(c) the price cap must take into account the anticipated
productivity gain determined under subsection (5);
(d) the ferry operator is, on an ongoing basis, to actively
seek additional or alternative service providers to provide
ferry services on the designated ferry routes included in the
route group in order to reduce the costs of providing those
services.
(3) For the purposes of subsection (2) (a) to (c), the commissioner
must, in setting a price cap for a route group,
(a) determine the portion of the following that, in the
commissioner's opinion, acting reasonably, can reasonably
be applied to the route group:
(i) operating expenses;
(ii) administrative expenses;
(iii) the expenses applicable to the terminals serving
the designated ferry routes included in that route
group,

(b) take into account, for the purposes of subsection (2)
(a), only the portion of the expenses that the commissioner
determines, under paragraph (a) of this subsection, can
reasonably be applied to the route group,
(c) determine whether it was reasonable, in the
commissioner's opinion, acting reasonably, for the ferry
operator to have incurred capital expenses in relation to a
designated ferry route included in the route group, and take
into account only those capital expenses that
(i) are determined under this paragraph to be
reasonable, or
(ii) had been approved under section 55,
(d) attribute to capital assets deployed within or in support
of the route group a value that, in the commissioner's
opinion, acting reasonably, is appropriate in all of the
circumstances, and
(e) include in the price cap any reservation fees applicable
to the route group.
(4) [Repealed 2012-28-4.]
(5) For the purposes of this section, the commissioner must determine
the productivity gain that, in the commissioner's opinion, acting
reasonably, the ferry operator should achieve in the following
performance term.
(6) The commissioner may, in the price cap set for a route group
under this section, provide for that price cap to change annually during
the applicable performance term at a specified rate equal to the British
Columbia consumer price index minus a productivity factor for the
route group, which productivity factor
(a) is established by the commissioner,
(b) may be positive or negative, and
(c) reflects the anticipated productivity gain determined by
the commissioner under subsection (5).

Section 41.1 Fuel deferral account

(1) The commissioner may
(a) require a ferry operator to establish a fuel deferral
account in relation to one or more route groups, and
(b) establish terms and conditions for the use of any fuel
deferral account established by the ferry operator.
(2) The commissioner may, on any conditions the commissioner may
specify,
(a) allow a ferry operator to add a temporary fuel
surcharge, or
(b) require the ferry operator to provide a temporary
discount,
to reflect fluctuations in the fuel deferral account for any period.

